The twenty-first century’s return of urban dwelling fights against the modernistic idea of sprawl in the suburbs, where a dream home with a green lawn and copious parking space was everyone’s goal.

The Dwelling graduation studio ‘At Home in the City’ focuses on contemporary and future urban architecture on the scale of both the dwelling and the city.

“Living in the central city connotes progress, moral and physical health, and social responsibility”—a contrasting outlook to the modernistic position which regards the city as being a bad place to live. “As households move further out into the suburbs, they are considered to lose access to the once-despised and now sought-after attributes: land-use and social mix, and proximity to the new non-polluting industries of information technology and finance. Living, working, and playing in the central city is now lauded the way that strict separation of land uses in the suburbs used to be”. The move back into the city is becoming a more recurrent theme. The city is regarded as a place to gather, to meet people, to socialize and engage in the spontaneity of urban culture. People feel inclined to look for a house or apartment within the denser city areas, closer to an assortment of services as well as a multitude of entertainment venues—this is a new generation with new views and trends.

The planning of liveable compact cities is on the agenda at the moment. An approach to doing so would be through collective dwelling, where proximity to urban services brings about more living quality.

This booklet is an illustration of a research theme on ‘Responsive Dwelling’ conducted by Felipe Aldana, Tetta Huizinga and Dominika Linowska.

Introduction

“The dream of living in a house in the idyll of one’s own garden, even though it is still deeply lodged in people’s imaginations, must compete today with choices of habitats that lay their emphasis on the proximity of urban services and demand an architectural quality that is adaptable to the ways people live today... A new awareness..."
Collective habitat or living is viewed as an exercise and an apprenticeship in living with otherness. There is a social aspect involved in living with the ‘other’ which should be maintained and nourished from within the architecture (the building complex or the housing block).

The studio will focus on density, housing typologies, identity and lifestyles, spatial explorations, transformation, mixed programs, and new technical concepts within twenty-first century living.

...the desire for community living is winning over more and more individuals who are looking for real contact with their neighbour, the experience of using spaces alongside others, the resolution of urban frictions, the asylum of common spaces, and the collective experience in general.3

Collective dwelling

Collective habitat or living is viewed as an exercise and an apprenticeship in living with otherness. There is a social aspect involved in living with the ‘other’ which should be maintained and nourished from within the architecture (the building complex or the housing block).

The studio will focus on density, housing typologies, identity and lifestyles, spatial explorations, transformation, mixed programs, and new technical concepts within twenty-first century living.

Man’s insistent search for a home of his own is being confronted, in a time of generalised urbanisation, with a whole range of new complexities. To the realisation that the practical use of urban spaces involves a physical disconnection from the place of residence is added that of the importance of the relationships that surround it. With places of work and leisure being scattered ever more loosely over a wide geographical area, there has been a revival of interest in belonging to a genuine neighbourhood.4

As stated earlier, living in the city is becoming an economical and sustainable trend. This aspect is linked to a variety of city features such as bikeability, walkability, good infrastructure, abundance of amenities, supporting local businesses, etc. What does it mean to dwell in a city? What sorts of urban fabric patterns shape the city, the block and so on? How does that affect the single dwelling?5

3 New Forms of Collective Housing in Europe. p35
4 New Forms of Collective Housing in Europe. p44
5 New Forms of Collective Housing in Europe. p46
Urban design – shaping buildings, circulation and public space

Urban design is a representation of the constant, if not natural, human effort to understand their surroundings. It is our attempt to organize the human condition, shelters and places of work, recreation and self-improvement. The city is a complex system of layers aiming to allow individual freedoms within a framed set of rules, developing these rules in not always a straightforward process, and these rules have always been closely tied to the architectural and urbanist discourse. The complex process of shaping the city and organizing its systems is, undertaken by different professions: urban planning, landscape architecture, architecture, civil engineering; among many others. Ultimately the general goal is to positively link people to their built environment in physical, sociological and psychological way.

The morphology maps presented along side this text, reflect the multiple variations attainable through urban design. Whether sporadic or extremely planned (i.e Cerda’s Barcelona Eixample,) these images portray crystalized layers, a moment in the development of various cities, where no two city layouts are the same, as they respond to different natural, cultural and social conditions worldwide, one cannot copy/paste a city.

The types of organizational strategies are varied across the world and throughout time. Early civilizations had created divisions of land in grid patterns, such as Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa (2600BC) with straight streets, in order to tax according to property area5. In middle-age Paris, the wall built by Philip II and the House of Platagenent to protect the city in 1190, enclosed an area of 253 hectares and limited developable space, as it was the case of many medieval cities in Europe. This situation forced a creative use of space that not always resulted in ideal conditions given the growth in population; however in many cases it resulted in vibrant streets with a dense texture. This model of the irregular grid, high density, fine grade urban texture and constant human interaction, was maintained in the radical project of Haussmann for Paris6; a concept lost in the modernist approaches of the mid-20th century, where buildings were placed as objects “islanding ground space” as described in Le Corbusier’s Plan Voisin for Paris, or the failed examples of Brasilia by Lucio Costa, where the human scale is neglected in favour of grandiose architecture that only responds to itself. The shift for a more human scale of proximity and higher density was recognized in the 60s and 70s, and although examples of suburban developments are still ongoing, particularly in North America, the growth is in decline in comparison to the higher density of the metropolitan city7.

The city is the place to be, and the organization and logic of the city plan becomes ever more interesting. It is the convergence of psychological and physical systems, a constant morphing of the city adapting to growth, density, mobility, emerging technologies and cultural evolution; these conditions are an enormous influence to the buildings that populate city blocks. Buildings belong to the city, the city informs the design of a building, however the city cannot exist without its architecture, it’s a fascinating relationship of coexistence. Our interest lies in an architecture that responds to this mutualism, buildings that behave within a larger system, and bring a positive effect to it; they become a link between the notion of “the city” and how we experience it.

5 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grid_plan#Ancient_grid_plans)
6 http://www.arch.ttu.edu/people/faculty/ellis_c/Paris_Lectures/2%20Roman%20and%20Medieval%20Paris%20pdf.pdf
7-(http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2012/06/28/new_census_data_show_us_cities_growing_faster_than_suburbs.html)
Focus on the dweller

If the complex relationship between the building and the city is ultimately experienced by the citizen, then surely he or she must have an input in the development of their own environment. People should be entitled have an input in how the city could be improved, starting with their own dwelling.

Architects are in an in-between situation, they must respond to the hopefully positive agenda of the city plan, with a contribution to the city. But, the reality is that as a paid profession, architects must respond to their clients as well, who just as the city are confronted with different circumstances over time, whether these are involuntary or they are acts of self expression, architecture must be able to adapt to these changes. Here the architect is presented with a challenge of dealing with flexibility over time in space.
Method and Background

The purpose for this research is an evaluation of how the architect mediates between the context and the flexibility given to the dweller. Although it is a rather straightforward question, it is important to understand that any project created by the architect is not an object in a vacuum; at different scales, components respond to a larger system. This research will look into applied techniques for balancing the needs of the dweller with the complexities of the building context.

Although the term flexibility has a positive connotation, and a sense of liberation from complete specificity, it presents a great challenge to architects and urban planners. Flexibility translates from objects and buildings from the ‘infill’ to a development of time systems, where buildings must respond and evolve to unexpected events. One could argue that one of the fastest evolutions we see in our cities are dwellings, as families grow or shrink very often. In this case, many experiments and methods have been applied. The work of Tatiana Schneider and Jeremy Till makes a strong case on the study of “Flexible Housing”. Urban housing, where the beginnings of standardization were emerging. Every possible dimension was based on usage and ergonomics. This was an attempt to create flexible spaces that respond to a larger system. This research will look into the separation of components that the architect is not an object in a vacuum; at different scales, components respond to a larger system. This research aims to explore the separation of components at a various scales, and how the architect is a mediator within this system of components - a Matryoshka doll scenario where the dweller mediates within a space designed by the architect, who in turn works within a space planned by the city. This is also a condition where each individual component can adapt, be altered or taken down independently as needed. In his book, Habraken makes it clear that the support is the long-term basic component of a building, and is responsive to the ‘infill’, which is defined as the short-term component.

According to Schneider and Till, flexibility in buildings in Europe resulted from three different factors. First, following WWI, European nations were faced with an unprecedented demand for housing, where buildings, mostly residential, can adapt to changes in their lifetime and does not become redundant and obsolete quickly. Furthermore, it gives people the satisfaction of creating their own environment.8 Although the idea of support and infill is very interesting as a structural and technical approach, for this research we want to understand the concept of flexibility on a larger scale by merging the ideas of Habraken and Hertzberger. This research aims to explore the separation of components at a various scales, and how the architect is a mediator within this system of components - a Matryoshka doll scenario where the dweller mediates within a space designed by the architect, who in turn works within a space planned by the city. This is also a condition where each individual component can adapt, be altered or taken down independently as needed. In his book, Habraken makes it clear that the support is the long-term basic component of a building, and is responsive to the ‘infill’, which is defined as the short-term component.

According to Schneider and Till, flexibility in buildings in Europe resulted from three different factors. First, following WWI, European nations were faced with an unprecedented demand for housing, where buildings, mostly residential, can adapt to changes in their lifetime and does not become redundant and obsolete quickly. Furthermore, it gives people the satisfaction of creating their own environment.8 Although the idea of support and infill is very interesting as a structural and technical approach, for this research we want to understand the concept of flexibility on a larger scale by merging the ideas of Habraken and Hertzberger. This research aims to explore the separation of components at a various scales, and how the architect is a mediator within this system of components - a Matryoshka doll scenario where the dweller mediates within a space designed by the architect, who in turn works within a space planned by the city. This is also a condition where each individual component can adapt, be altered or taken down independently as needed. In his book, Habraken makes it clear that the support is the long-term basic component of a building, and is responsive to the ‘infill’, which is defined as the short-term component.

According to Schneider and Till, flexibility in buildings in Europe resulted from three different factors. First, following WWI, European nations were faced with an unprecedented demand for housing, where buildings, mostly residential, can adapt to changes in their lifetime and does not become redundant and obsolete quickly. Furthermore, it gives people the satisfaction of creating their own environment.8 Although the idea of support and infill is very interesting as a structural and technical approach, for this research we want to understand the concept of flexibility on a larger scale by merging the ideas of Habraken and Hertzberger. This research aims to explore the separation of components at a various scales, and how the architect is a mediator within this system of components - a Matryoshka doll scenario where the dweller mediates within a space designed by the architect, who in turn works within a space planned by the city. This is also a condition where each individual component can adapt, be altered or taken down independently as needed. In his book, Habraken makes it clear that the support is the long-term basic component of a building, and is responsive to the ‘infill’, which is defined as the short-term component.
Application

To understand the methods used by architects in order to medi- ate between two different scales, dweller and context, it is im- portant to establish the general scales that he/she is confronted with. This is key to a project that is relevant to its surroundings, function and place in the urban scheme of the city. This re- search analyses these scales in three stages.

First, the levels of permanence diagram (p.15)- an arrangement where components are organized not only by scale but by lev- el of permanence within the built environment. It shows all built components found in the city, starting from the neighbourhoods that compose the city, scaling down to the smallest compo- nent which can organize space - the movable partition. This chart depicts a logic where, in an ascending order (partition to city), components are independent from each other, and do not compromise the integrity of the next higher level- for instance, the removal of the interior partition does not compromise the dwelling from working as a dwelling, the removal of a building in a block, does not compromise the overall integrity of the city block, or the blocks from the neighbourhood etc.

An initial comparative analysis takes different scales of built en- vironments, and depicts the levels of permanence that each one covers. The larger examples such as the Barcelona Cerda grid covers all possible levels, meaning that its existence is dependent of many components, and would take a very large amount of these smaller parts to be removed to compromise its integrity, making it very permanent and very flexible.

*The grid irons of Manhattan and Barcelona - ....this is an ex- ample par excellence of a plan that permits filling in adequately from block to block and in every epoch. There is no other city plan that takes such a childishly simple underlay of rules to genrate such convincingly dialectic of order and freedom in a process continuing throughout time.***

In order to further develop the level of permanence chart and understand its potential at different scales, a second stage is the selection of 8 projects as initial comparative cases; these cases have been chosen from different continents and urban- conditions. The matrix (p.18-21) illustrates how the specific components from each project fit within the permanence level to which it can relate.

After the components have been organized, the research fo- cuses on the relation between these levels. This last stage of the responsive dwelling research, is the selection of 3 dwelling projects; where a deeper analysis is performed at the scale of the neighbourhood, the scale of the building and the scale of the dwelling. Our interest is in the relationship between these levels of permanence and ultimately the architect’s position as a mediator between them, answering how the building is re- sponsive and related to the context, how is the dwelling related to the building, and how does it respond to the dweller.
Comparative cases

Barcelona & the Collserola

Eixample district

location: Barcelona, Spain

architects: various (master plan by Ildefons Cerda)
date: 1859

The case of Barcelona presents an interesting example of a rigid plan with high integrity of the block. If one of these buildings were to be replaced it will not compromise the grand dwelling complex, which is actually quite self-sustaining. The program consists of traditional Japanese apartments that approximate the sizes of the urban units. The design was undertaken at an architectural office and the municipality, but was designed together with an urban planning committee. Residents participated primarily in the design of the volumes inside the city block. The volumes react to the surrounding building volumes and vary in size. The design of the four south blocks was completed by four architects on the basis of the four south blocks. Each block was designed by a different architect. The independence became a prototype for a radical new strategy in Dutch urban planning. In almost every new planned neighborhood in the Netherlands free parcels will be integrated.

Kowloon Walled City

location: Hong Kong, China

architects: Arata Isozaki & Associates, Misaki Design & Architects Office, Daiken Sekki, Kinka Architects Office

date: 1993

density blocks/towers). In this case, the ‘city within a city’ is not being brought light and create larger green spaces through the city, alleviating various hardships. Thousands of shops, factories, and services were operating and catering to various needs. The plot of the complex is bounded by building that together form a city block. The city blocks are organized on a grid basis. The volumes that vary in size.

The program consists of traditional Japanese apartments that approximate the sizes of the urban units. The design was undertaken at an architectural office and the municipality, but was designed together with an urban planning committee. Residents participated primarily in the design of the volumes inside the city block. The volumes react to the surrounding building volumes and vary in size. The design of the four south blocks was completed by four architects on the basis of the four south blocks. Each block was designed by a different architect. The independence became a prototype for a radical new strategy in Dutch urban planning. In almost every new planned neighborhood in the Netherlands free parcels will be integrated.

Borneo / Sporenburg

location: Amsterdam, Netherlands

date: 1996
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In-depth studies

The third stage of this research focuses on three dwelling projects with different characteristics; Next 21 in Japan, Quinta Monroy in Chile and Nemausus in France.

These projects were chosen because of their different geographical locations and urban conditions, giving some insight to the different approaches to the notion of flexible dwelling, given with a different cultural and location background. The also emerged from different design participation levels; Next 21 had different architects working with different clients, Chile had one architect working in a participatory manner with the community, and in the case of Nemausus one architect designing the whole complex for the unknown client.

These projects also present different scales; in the case of Nemausus, the project is a large complex of slab buildings with the most amount of dwellings and higher density. Chile presented a repeated module of 3 dwellings that takes the majority of the city block, and provides a low-rise, middle density community. Next 21, in the least conventional in terms of stacked dwelling, given that the entire building works as a frame awaiting infill; and is the best known example of the open-building movement, following the principles of John Habraken.

Furthermore, they covered different levels of permanence which adds to the variety of methodology employed.
In-depth studies

City Fabrics
A. Naxi 21 - Osaka, Japan
B. Quinta Monroy - Iquique, Chile
C. Nemausus - Nimes, France
Criteria
The selection of comparative criteria evaluates the performance of each project at the neighbourhood level, the building level and the dwelling level. The aim is to understand the different methodologies in different conditions used by the architects to address the same issues.

The criteria has been chosen in such a way that it can be applied at all three levels, and provide valuable information about each project. Volumetric adjacency is the only exception, which is utilized only at the neighbourhood level in order to understand the relationship between the scale of the project and its surroundings, this is considered necessary at this level but did not reveal substantial information at the other two levels.

The sequence of diagrams and drawings is explained in the chart adjacent to this column.
The project NEXT21 is situated in Osaka, Japan in a mixed residential area in central Osaka. It is part of a block that fits a grid of mainly rectangles. NEXT21 was set up as an experimental project that was designed as a building that should at least have a lifespan of 50 years. The client of the project is the Osaka Gas Company and supervising architectural studio is Shu-koh-sha Architectural and Urban design studio. The aim of the experiment is the design of a collective residential building that offers family houses for different types of families, differing in composition and lifestyle. Main goal is the design of an adaptable and at the same time durable building.

The experiment consisted of multiple stages. Before the building was completed possible future residents were asked to share their wishes for a perfect home. These comments were used in the deciding on the aims of the building and dwelling units. After completion of the building, the project opened for public for a period of six months. Visitors were asked to share their opinion on the design, and their judgments were evaluated. In the second phase, sixteen families lived in NEXT21 for five years. After this period their experiences were evaluated as well.

An important goal of NEXT21 is the appliance of a ‘two-step housing system’, which separate the building into two parts: long life elements (support) and short life elements (infill). The long life elements are expected to change over time during a longer process than the short life elements. A second system used in NEXT21 is the division in independent subsystems. By dividing building parts already at the stage of design, the project is able to adapt to future changes. The idea is, though mostly technical, similar to the levels of permanence of Herzberger.

Aside from this aim the project was set up to create an ecological building that provides, for instance, water reuse and a small animal habitat. For this reason the building provides a lot of green open spaces that run vertically through the building.

The projects program consists of eighteen dwellings that were designed by thirteen different architects. Each architect signed a dwelling with its own type of lifestyle. All dwellings have approximately the same size. Aside from the residential program the ground and first floor offer space for commercial city services.

A  Internal garden for the residents
Responsive

at neighbourhood scale
NEXT21 is located in the center of Osaka. It is situated in a block that is shared with several smaller buildings. The block is accessible by four one-way streets, each being approximately 6m wide. From these streets two main roads can be reached. The neighborhood of NEXT21 is part of a residential and office area. Apart from the main program, there are some commercial facilities as well. The program of NEXT21, including the commercial services, corresponds to this area. The adjacent buildings around NEXT21 have different heights and widths. The volume of the project has a medium height of 6 floors. It is the only building with a half open center courtyard. The open part of the building with the courtyard faces mainly lower buildings at the south, while the closed sides face the higher buildings.

From the surrounding one-way streets the building can be reached. On the north and south there are entrances for the parking garage, accessible for residents only. The building has multiple entrances, divided over three sides. Most of them provide entrance to the commercial services in the two lower floors. The main residential entrances are at the northwest corner and at the courtyard.

Around the building, belonging to the ground area of NEXT21, there is a lot of green. The pavement on this area leads to the entrances located at the north, west and south sides of the building. The east side of the building is situated closely to adjacent buildings and is not accessible. The green and small concrete walls at the edges of the NEXT21 area create a boundary between the building area and the public pavement. Moreover, the west and south sides are about one meter lower than the pavement. The entrances located at these sides can only be entered by means of stairs, creating an extra boundary with the contextual pavement and street.

Structure

NEXT21 is located in the center of Osaka. It is situated in a block that is shared with several smaller buildings. The block is accessible by four one-way streets, each being approximately 6m wide. From these streets two main roads can be reached. The neighborhood of NEXT21 is part of a residential and office area. Apart from the main program, there are some commercial facilities as well. The program of NEXT21, including the commercial services, corresponds to this area. The adjacent buildings around NEXT21 have different heights and widths. The volume of the project has a medium height of 6 floors. It is the only building with a half open center courtyard. The open part of the building with the courtyard faces mainly lower buildings at the south, while the closed sides face the higher buildings.

From the surrounding one-way streets the building can be reached. On the north and south there are entrances for the parking garage, accessible for residents only. The building has multiple entrances, divided over three sides. Most of them provide entrance to the commercial services in the two lower floors. The main residential entrances are at the northwest corner and at the courtyard.

Around the building, belonging to the ground area of NEXT21, there is a lot of green. The pavement on this area leads to the entrances located at the north, west and south sides of the building. The east side of the building is situated closely to adjacent buildings and is not accessible. The green and small concrete walls at the edges of the NEXT21 area create a boundary between the building area and the public pavement. Moreover, the west and south sides are about one meter lower than the pavement. The entrances located at these sides can only be entered by means of stairs, creating an extra boundary with the contextual pavement and street.

Structure: street hierarchy

Responsive

at neighbourhood scale
Responsive
at neighbourhood scale

Program and Circulation

Program: Residential, Office, Commercial
Adjacent volumes

Circulation: access from neighbourhood to building, Pedestrian, Vehicular
Responsive
at building scale

General Information

South-eastern facade
facing Shimizu-dani road
(facing main entrance)

South-western facade
facing semi-public courtyard
(facing main stairs)
The program of NEXT21 consists of commercial facilities and city services in the lower two floors and dwellings in the upper four. At the roof a communal garden is constructed, connected by a green structure to the courtyard.

Two principal concepts are incorporated in the design of NEXT21. The first is the division of elements in short-life and long-life elements (two stages building). Second, these elements are divided in independent subsystems (systems building). The long-life elements are called the infrastructure of the building and contain the subsystems main bearing structure, cladding, the public doors and windows and the plumbing and mechanical system outside the units. The short-life elements are called the infill and are seen as two subsystems. The outer walls and the other parts of the units. The infill consists of the outer and inner dwelling walls and dwelling program, the piping and wiring inside the dwelling and the overall arrangement of spaces, restricted to a modular grid. The infrastructure is seen as an individual system, while the infrastructure is the common one.

The Shu-koh-sha Architectural and Urban design studio, designed the frame of the building. Six towers construct this frame. They all have the same measurements, varying from 7.2 x 7.2m in the upper levels and 10.8 x 10.8m at ground floor level. By consolidating four columns into one at the lowest floors, a larger bay size is created, necessary for the parking area and public functions. A group of thirteen architects, among whom the client, all designed a part of the (infill) dwellings. All inner walls, in the commercial as well in the residential part can be moved or removed. The outer walls of the dwellings can be changed by residents as well.

Responsive at building scale

Structure
Responsive at building scale

Program

The main structure is part of the long-life structure. Therefore, the outer form of the building isn’t adaptable. According to Hertzberger only a durable form, meaning a structure with a clear spatial structure or infrastructure, can act as support and give direction to the infill of the complex.\(^{12}\)

For NEXT21, without side additions, the specific form of the building corresponding to its context will stay the same. Per floor major variations can occur. The different compositions of the volumes at the lower floors and at the dwelling floors show this variety. The floor plans of the upper floors show some variety, each dwelling differing from the others, but the main volume composition stays the same. The common corridors, which also contain shafts, are fixed and limit the composition change. The number of dwellings varies from four to five, providing each family with more or less the same sized dwelling.

All the piping and wiring runs vertically through two common shafts. The horizontal shafts are organized through low slabs under the common corridor spaces, which are all located in the space between the six structural towers. From these slabs the pipes run to each individual dwelling. This system enhances the adaptability of the dwelling unit.

For NEXT21, without side additions, the specific form of the building corresponding to its context will stay the same. Per floor major variations can occur. The different compositions of the volumes at the lower floors and at the dwelling floors show this variety. The floor plans of the upper floors show some variety, each dwelling differing from the others, but the main volume composition stays the same. The common corridors, which also contain shafts, are fixed and limit the composition change. The number of dwellings varies from four to five, providing each family with more or less the same sized dwelling.

12- Hertzberger, Herman. Space and the Architect. 010, Rotterdam p.176-177

Program - Parking
Program - Commercial / City services
Program - Dwellings
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Responsive
at dwelling scale

Dwelling A I - 215 m²
1 Living Room
2 Kitchen
3 Dining
4 Bedroom
5 WC
6 Bath
7 Shaft
8 Study - Extra room
9 Terrace
10 Open space
11 Entrance

Dwelling A II - 90 m² & 104 m²
1 Living Room
2 Kitchen
3 Dining
4 Bedroom
5 WC
6 Bath
7 Shaft
8 Study - Extra room
9 Terrace
10 Open space
11 Entrance
To create a unified appearance, cladding materials were preselected, rules were made up for the exterior walls and windows were designed on the basis of a modular system.

Independent coordinators were employed to ensure cohesive-ness between the common spaces and the individual units. The outer walls of the units can be moved. For the variation of position of these walls a grid was set up. This grid made it possible to extend the unit partly to a common area or to diminish it, leaving a wider common corridor. All external walls had to be 300mm thick.

The outer walls were divided into three groups, all having a different degree of freedom for the architect of the unit. The first group consists of the walls at the street side, all designed by the supervising studio. The second type of outer walls is very similar, with the addition of balconies. The window openings in these walls could be changed according to the modular system. The third group of outer walls is located at the side of the courtyard. The design for this group was completely free. The modular grid of 300 x 300mm was used throughout the building.

The division is a direct response to the surrounding streets and adjacent buildings. The adaptability of inner and outer walls is visible in the drawings. They show the same unit that was changed after a few years. The unit was first one dwelling that was used for a multiple generation family. After the adaptations the unit was divided into two separate dwellings that are connected by a semi-open area. In this case the purpose of the unit was still to provide space for a family of multiple generations, but in separate volumes.

The dwelling shown has the lifestyle theme: multiple generation house. Some other themes are: the sound house, the house with an office, the extensive family house, the garden house and the fitness room house.

Because of the common shafts per unit the programmatic planning of the dwelling can change. Per dwelling as well as in the dwelling itself. The drawings show a change in location for the kitchen and bathroom after splitting the unit.

Responsive 
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General Information

The division is a direct response to the surrounding streets and adjacent buildings.

The adaptability of inner and outer walls is visible in the drawings. They show the same unit that was changed after a few years. The unit was first one dwelling that was used for a multiple generation family. After the adaptations the unit was divided into two separate dwellings that are connected by a semi-open area. In this case the purpose of the unit was still to provide space for a family of multiple generations, but in separate volumes.

The dwelling shown has the lifestyle theme: multiple generation house. Some other themes are: the sound house, the house with an office, the extensive family house, the garden house and the fitness room house.

Because of the common shafts per unit the programmatic planning of the dwelling can change. Per dwelling as well as in the dwelling itself. The drawings show a change in location for the kitchen and bathroom after splitting the unit.
Responsive at dwelling scale

Structure

Dwelling A/B main structure
Dwelling A/B walls remained after splitting
Dwelling A new walls
Dwelling B new walls
Responsive at dwelling scale

Program and Circulation

Dwelling A

Dwelling B

Dwelling A

Dwelling B
Responsive
at dwelling scale

Interior perspectives
level 4 pre and post adoption
Quinta Monroy is located in the city of Iquique in the Chilian desert, a compact city that presents an interesting urban fabric nestled between the Andes mountains and the Pacific Ocean. With a small grid of 80m x 40m (Google Earth), it is a human scaled and walkable environment.

Elemental architects were approached by the Chilian government to resolve the following equation: to settle the 100 families of the Quinta Monroy, in the same 5,000 m² site that they have illegally occupied for the last 30 years which is located in the city of Iquique. According to Santiago Aravena, head of Elemental, they had to work within the framework of the current Housing Policy, using a US$ 7,500 subsidy with which they had to pay for the land, the infrastructure and the architecture.

Considering the current values in the Chilean building industry, US$ 7,500 allows for just around 30m² of built space. And despite the site’s price (3 x more than what social housing can normally afford) the aim was to settle the families in the same site, instead of displacing them to the periphery. If to answer the question, one starts assuming 1 house = 1 family = 1 lot (only 30 families would be hosted in the site). The problem with isolated houses is that they are very inefficient in terms of land use. That is why social housing tends to look for lowest land costs. That land is normally far away from the opportunities of work, education, transportation and health that cities offer. This way of operating has tended to localize social housing in an impoverished urban sprawl, creating belts of resentment, social conflict and inequality. Elemental’s first task was to find a new way of looking at the problem, shifting our mindset from the scale of the best possible US 7,500 object to be multiplied 100 times, to the scale of the best possible US 750,000 building capable of accommodating over 90 families and their expansions.

Elemental intended for the buildings to expand through an addition of blocks in the upper floors. In first place, to achieve enough density (but without overcrowding), in order to be able to pay for the site, which because of its location was very expensive. To keep the site, meant to maintain the network of opportunities that the city offered and therefore to strengthen the family economy; on the other hand, good location is the key to increase appreciability value. Second, the provision of a physical space for the “extensive family” to develop, has proved to be a key issue in the economical take off of a poor family. Due to the fact that 50% of each unit’s volume, will eventually be self-built, the building had to be porous enough to allow each unit to expand within its structure. The initial building must therefore provide a supporting, rather than a constraining framework in order to avoid any negative effects of self-construction on the urban environment over time, but also to facilitate the expansion process.

Instead of designing a small house (30 m² everything is small), Elemental provided a middle-income house, out of which they were giving just a small part now. This meant a change in the standard: kitchen, bathroom, stairs, partition walls and all the difficult parts of the house had to be designed for final scenarios of a 72m² house. In the end, when the given money is enough for just half of the house, the key question is, which half do to. Elemental choose to make the half that a family individually will never be able to achieve on its own, no matter how much money, energy or time they spend.
Responsive
at neighbourhood scale
Quinta Monroy is well known for its interesting ‘incremental design’ approach, but it also interesting to analyze the project in relation to its context. The diagrams in adjacent page depict that the case study is bordered by a main artery (Soldado Pablo Prado) and confronted by a street that starts perpendicular to it (Bernardino Guerra), causing a break in the regularity of the city grid. Further analysis show in the adjacent volume diagram (p.64) a condition, which Kevin Lynch regard as a ‘node’, in the mental map of the neighbors, as they try to make sense of their surroundings.

By using a repetitive module and clear volumes, Elemental enhances this node within the larger notion of the city, particularly useful in this case; where surrounding buildings are monotonous and very similar in scale (shown in the adjacent volume diagram); except for the taller office building on southeast corner of the block, which unlike Quinta acts as a node solely on Soldado Prado.

The program and circulation diagrams (p.64-65) show that at the neighborhood level, the city block where Quinta is located, acts as a protective barrier between Soldado Prado and the residential neighborhood along Bernardino Guerra. The block is located in between two streets with different traffic flow and intensity, the design of the project does not make any particular distinction to either street in terms of access and pedestrian circulation; however the architect takes advantage of the pause derived by the alteration in the city grid, and uses it for larger collective public space not seen in other residences west of Soldado Prado. This arrangement is a smart gesture particularly towards the Guerra side where the one way street forces vehicles to move away from the complex and slow speeds.

Inside the complex the courtyards have restricted use of vehicle only to residents, the courtyards enable children to play and adults to use them as collective spaces. This triggers neighborhood interaction, sociability and safety, a nerve of what Jane Jacobs describes as ‘eyes on the street’. Residents on ground level are given entrances on both sides of the building, allowing flexible circulation towards the street and the collective courtyards - these are further studied at the building level evaluation of Quinta Monroy.
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General Information

Base building section

Incremental phase section
Responsive at building scale

Structure and Program

To respond to the dweller and their future needs, Elemental gave the resident the section of the house that is basic components to call a building home. The dwellings include a kitchen, bathroom and a multipurpose room as a basic support system. The architect has made a clear distinction between the structural elements, key to the incremental design approach, coding non-structural members with clear differentiation of material: concrete / concrete block as permanent components and MDF panels for temporary use (image p77).
Responsive at building scale

Program

Program - Dwelling 2 - pre/post expansion 1st

Program - Dwelling 2 - pre/post expansion 2nd

Program - Parking

Program - Collective Spaces
Responsive
at building scale

Circulation

It’s interesting to see that the staircases to access the 1st level sit directly onto the sidewalk, perhaps as a welcoming act to the resident, but also as gesture designed by the architect of the buildings connecting to the city. However post-occupancy images (p76-77) show that some residents prefer to limit this connection and in joined effort with the ground level residents fencing is added. This is an example where the architect’s vi-sion can be somewhat utopian, as residents may not feel completely safe within their surroundings, an incremental de-sign is developed further than the initial architect’s intention.
Responsive
at dwelling scale
The lowest scale analysis of Quinta Monroy is the individual dwelling. In order to evaluate the possibilities of flexibility within the house, this section takes a cluster of three buildings and compares different programmatic accommodations of program. Dwelling denominated C.D is a companion dwelling that remains fixed throughout the series of diagrams, as ‘control’ dwelling.

Since there is no specificity of use for the open room, furniture arrangement and function is left to the resident’s priorities. Once the dwelling is expanded to double the size the resident is able to accommodate more of their priorities, in a case where waste of space is impossible, as it is small to begin with. Here the architect leaves the resident to be confronted with a personal decision on how to arrange their life within the house, with no need for the architect to intervene.

The 1st level dweller is given less area to begin than in the ground level, but it is more phase oriented development. Initially, post-occupancy images (p76-77) show the outdoor space adjacent to the main room and kitchen area used as storage and occasionally as a patio space. After the temporary wall is removed the multi-purpose room is expanded into the outdoor area, however at this level it is necessary to add secondary structural walls, as the expansion process also occurs in the 2nd level, with the 1st level acting as support for the next phase.
Responsive at dwelling scale

Structure and Program

Dwelling C - 25m²
Level 1:
1. Living room / Bedroom
2. Kitchen
3. Patio / Area for expansion

Dwelling D - 25m²
Level 1:
1. Dining room / Bedroom
2. Kitchen
3. Patio / Area for expansion

Comparison dwelling

Dwelling C - 72m²
Level 1:
1. Bedroom
2. Kitchen
3. Living room / Dining room
4. Front Porch

Dwelling D - 72m²
Level 1:
1. Living room / Dining
2. Kitchen
3. Bedroom / Studio
4. Front Porch

Comparison dwelling
Responsive
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Structure and Program

Dwelling C
Level 2
4 WC / toilet
5 Dbl height / Area for expansion
6 Area for expansion

Dwelling D
Level 2
4 WC / toilet
5 Dbl height / Area for expansion
6 Area for expansion

Comparison dwelling

Dwelling C
Level 2
4 WC / toilet
7 Bedroom 1
8 Bedroom 2

Dwelling D
Level 2
4 WC / toilet
7 Bedroom
8 Work area / Studio

Comparison dwelling
Responsive
at dwelling scale

Program

Dwelling A

Dwelling A Post-Expansion

Dwelling B Level 1 / 2

Dwelling B Level 1 / 2 Post-Expansion 1

Dwelling B Level 1 / 2 Post-Expansion 2
Responsive at dwelling scale

Circulation

Dwelling A
Dwelling A: Post-Expansion
Dwelling B: Level 1 / 2
Dwelling B: Level 1 / 2: Post-Expansion 1
Dwelling B: Level 1 / 2: Post-Expansion 2
Responsive
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Interior perspectives: level 1 pre and post expansion
The Nemausus (two parallel slab blocks) was constructed as a social housing complex of the eighties. The housing scheme uses the principle of providing an excess of raw space that the tenants can then adapt as they wish. The argument for this is that the quantity of space is more valuable in the long term for the residents than the quality of finish. Dwellers have the flexibility of upgrading their homes when they have the time and money or will to do so. Architect Jean Nouvel made sure to utilize industrial materials and prefabricated parts throughout the building, made for less costly and easy assembly.

In this case, the support is quite clear. The concrete slab construction (the support) has a strict grid of load-bearing walls placed at 5m intervals. This 6-storey, simple structure was also cheap to design and construct.

Maximum flexibility and typological variety using ‘modular’ apartments was taken into consideration during the design process. The dwelling units (the infill) are either single level, duplex or triplex, most fitting between a 5m cross wall system. Access to each unit is via a wide gallery which runs along the entire length of every second level. Units are equipped with 3 to 4 bedrooms and sizes vary between 90-110m² for smaller apartments and 120m² to 160m² (larger homes). The average of each dwelling unit is 91m², which is well beyond the traditional social housing size. Nouvel was able to achieve larger dwellings by compromising the materials and construction type used as well as through smart layouts. Because of simple and straightforward structural and technological principles, each apartment can be easily subdivided or left undivided. Hot and cold water connections as well as waste water to and from kitchen sinks for example are wall mounted allowing for easy accessibility as well as changeability.

Between the two blocks, residents have access to a green “arboretum” as public park on the ground floor. Because the project was built on an arterial road at the periphery of Nimes, not too many activities are present around the site. Yet the gesture of lifting the building off the ground connects it visually to the surrounding neighbourhood.
Responsive
at neighbourhood scale
Nemausus 1 was built as part of the Nîmes social housing program in a primarily residential zone situated on the southern part of the city center. The building is located on Avenue du General Leclerc and can be accessed by the two main intersecting roads shown on the opposite page.

At first, the project may seem like it hadn’t taken the context into consideration, but its careful placement and height are very well inspired by the fabric of the neighbourhood. The smaller building, which is also part of the Nemausus complex was even ‘chopped off’ by the edge of the block (as shown in the diagram on p.95).

Since Nemausus is lifted off the ground, it may evoke the feeling of an isolated building, just as Villa Savoye or Unité d’Habitation were designed to be (according to Corbusier’s point on pilotis). Instead, Nouvel’s housing complex utilizes the ground floor space as car-parking as well as a permeable threshold for pedestrians. The space underneath the building makes a strong connection with its surroundings.

"Even more importantly, the transparency of the ground floor and the very careful landscaping between and around the blocks create the impression of a garden city rather than of an industrial suburb." 13

Responsive at neighbourhood scale

Structure

Nemausus 1 was built as part of the Nîmes social housing program in a primarily residential zone situated on the southern part of the city center. The building is located on Avenue du General Leclerc and can be accessed by the two main intersecting roads shown on the opposite page.

At first, the project may seem like it hadn’t taken the context into consideration, but its careful placement and height are very well inspired by the fabric of the neighbourhood. The smaller building, which is also part of the Nemausus complex was even ‘chopped off’ by the edge of the block (as shown in the diagram on p.95).

Since Nemausus is lifted off the ground, it may evoke the feeling of an isolated building, just as Villa Savoye or Unité d’Habitation were designed to be (according to Corbusier’s point on pilotis). Instead, Nouvel’s housing complex utilizes the ground floor space as car-parking as well as a permeable threshold for pedestrians. The space underneath the building makes a strong connection with its surroundings.

"Even more importantly, the transparency of the ground floor and the very careful landscaping between and around the blocks create the impression of a garden city rather than of an industrial suburb." 13

Responsive to neighbourhood
Responsive at neighbourhood scale

Program and Circulation

Program:  Residential  Commercial

Adjacent volumes

Circulation: access from neighbourhood to building  Pedestrian  Vehicular
Responsive at building scale

General Information

North-western façade
Facing Rue du Vistre (main access + gallery side)

South-eastern façade
Facing semi-public courtyard and Rue d’Orange (facing terrace / balconies)
"Une belle pièce, pour presque tout le monde, c'est une grande pièce. Un bel appartement c'est d'abord un grand appartement."

Jean Nouvel (p17 Nemausus: 114 Appartements sociaux à Nîmes)
Responsive at building scale

Program

Program within building, semi-public collective spaces
1. galleries + external staircases
2. ground-floor parking
3. internal ‘arboretum’ garden-courtyard; common area
Nemausus contains 114 apartments in two parallel, six-storey blocks (p.98-99). As most of the dwellings are duplex apartments, corridors are only needed on every second level. This reduces access space within the usable surface area, as do the open staircases located on the exterior of the blocks, within the common area (p.103). Vertical circulation comprises of two sets of elevators inside the body of the building. All apartments are oriented to two sides, leading to broad communal corridors with a considerable width to travel on foot or by bicycle, to serve as common space for interaction among neighbors and as an expansion of the dwelling. This gesture creates ‘streets in the sky’ which visually connect dwellers to the rest of the city. Another strong visual connection is made by lifting the apartment by about 6m and using the space beneath for parking (p.102-103).

“Here is Corbusier’s pilotis principle applied so convincingly atop the streets that one cannot help but be converted. Other than in the Unité whose heavy columns all but blocking the view generated an inhospitable no man’s land, these buildings stand on stilts in scooped-out, and therefore sunken, parking strips so that the parked cars do nothing to obstruct the view through” 14

Responsive at building scale

Circulation

Within the strict context of French social housing, Nouvel has presented a strikingly new approach which focuses on spatial qualities rather than ‘unnecessary’ material luxury. The adoption of industrial techniques and materials (metal staircases, perforated metal balustrades, industrial flooring, PVC sunshades, and large metal garage doors) allows for more space at the same cost. As Jean Nouvel mentioned in the quotation (pg.101), a nice apartment is a spacious apartment. He achieves this goal by implementing large openings to the galleries as well as to the terraces. Every apartment is oriented towards both sides, allowing for cross-ventilation and optimization of light penetration into the dwelling complex.

14 Hertzberger, Herman. Space and the Architect.010, Rotterdam
Responsive
at dwelling scale
There are 17 different housing typologies all conforming to the same structural grid (p.100). Nemausus is composed of stacked simplex, duplex, and triplex apartments. The most common typology is the maisonette apartment (p.109), with a number of different possible configurations.

Jean Nouvel designed the Nemausus dwellings as bare concrete shells of 5m x 12m x 2.5m. There are no load-bearing walls or hallways within the dwellings, creating an open-plan. The ‘service’ areas, such as the bathrooms, and the kitchen are almost always situated at the core of each unit. This predetermined rule of specific program placement (p.110-113) allows for a minimum number of mechanical shafts running through at equal distances, from the top to bottom of the whole complex. All dwellings have a common program pattern. Each dwelling is accessed via the gallery into either the living room or the kitchen areas. Bedrooms are pushed to the edges of all units, allowing maximum sunlight. In most cases, especially within the ground floor, the dweller walks around the core (bathroom, mechanical, storage) to go about his daily tasks, such as using the kitchen, living room, terrace, etc. In order to create private spaces (bedrooms), thinner walls are placed throughout the dwelling. Because of the smart location of these partitions, there is no need for hallways.

Every resident has access to his or her own private terrace. One can choose to use it as storage, a patio, or an extension of the living area. Flexibility is provided on the level of how one utilizes the provided rooms, galleries, and terraces. The only fixed elements are the metal stairs and the shaft. When Nouvel designed the dwellings as ‘concrete shells’, he wanted the residents to maintain the unfinished look. Instead, the dweller ‘rebels’ against the architect’s wishes and uses paint, wallpaper, and other installations to achieve their individuality (p.106-107).
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Conclusion

We do not design in a bubble, and every decision has a cause and effect. Architecture being responsive to the dweller as well as the logic of the urban fabric and context, occurs through the conscious work of the architect as mediator between these two forces, where every project presents a new opportunity.

The collective dwelling projects chosen, had a variety of scales, architectural languages, densities, and had an embedded notion of flexibility. However, this only responds to one side of the equation. For a flexible project to be integral, it must step out of the structural ‘support and infill’ scheme and contribute positively to its context. After comparing the 3 case studies, we were pleased to find that each one utilizes a different method of support and infill, but also a different approach to enhancing the city.

The analysis lead to a deeper understanding of how dwellers can rely on the house for adaptability, whether it is for self-expression as in the case of Nemausus, financial means as in the case of Quinta, or an entirely new design to occupy the support as in Next 21. Architects need to take into account the future phases of their projects, as flexibility happens in space and time; the issue of permanence becomes relevant, and fixed parameters need to be evaluated, in this case the city and the context are more permanent systems to inspire the project.

The evaluation of the case studies lead to the reflection on the issue of control, as not every vision by the architect is guaranteed to be fulfilled. In the case of Nouvel’s Nemausus, the intention was for the walls to remain bare concrete and pristine, however occupants painted, drilled holes for their artwork and added wallpaper finishings; as a reminder that complete control is impossible. Furthermore the colour coding of the windows was meant to be the only ornament on the facade scheme, but occupants added window coverings invalidating the architect’s colour scheme.

A similar occurrence is seen in Chile, where in an attempt to connect the dwellings to the context, the staircases to the upper levels were placed directly onto the sidewalk (similar to the Brooklyn brownstone) however neighbours fenced off the entrance, disregarding the architect’s ideal, in favour of added safety. These notions help to answer our original question but the lessons learned parallel to this question are perhaps even more valuable.

For example in NEXT2, two systems are combined within the building: a long-life and a short-life system, as well as division in independent subsystems which make the building adaptable to different layers. For instance, the division of mechanical systems are separated within two shafts, one as the main structure and one individual shaft per dwelling. This means that every dwelling is free to change its composition, and is therefore very flexible.

These lessons are particularly important for dwelling projects, where people spend many years evolving in many dimensions, and as this process takes place, their house must be able to adapt. It is however the role of the architect to understand the levels of permanence of the project. Where does the project fit within the larger scheme of the city? How do smaller components relate to the higher levels.

The use of the levels of permanence provided insight into a design tool which can be utilized to enrich and positively develop the parallel design projects of the Dwelling studio. Buildings should be designed understanding their place within these levels as they are never meant to be confined to a single level. As important as the well-being of the resident is, the city should be regarded as a powerful informant on the overall project, not so much a constraint but as an opportunity.